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I know when to push and when to move on.

I practice my sales scripts daily.

There is enough abundance for me to make more sales.

My products/services are now helping millions.

I will see failure as only a signpost on my road to success.

I am prosperous.

People love my products and love to refer me to their friends.

I am making as many sales as needed to fulfill all my desires.

Every rejection brings me closer to my next sale.

Every day in every way, I’m getting better and better.

Closing sales comes naturally to me because I care about my clients and take

good care of them.

It is well in my business.

The more sales I make, the more lives are being transformed.

I love watching sales help my business grow.

I am the best salesperson in my office and this month I prove it.

I am convincing and friendly with people. I am dedicated to becoming a world

class salesperson.

I’m confident that my offer can fix my prospect’s pain points.

I am knowledgeable about the products I sell.

My sales career is deeply satisfying.

Today, I will not take advice from anyone who is more messed up than I am.
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Today, I will see opportunity in every challenge offered to me by my company.

There is more money coming into my business every day.

My sales numbers are increasing day by day.

My bank account is now increasing exponentially.

Of course, I make more sales without necessarily working more.

Nobody closes a deal the way I close a deal!

Selling is an act of service.

I am open to receiving more sales.

The reason my sales are increasing so much is that I am my true authentic

self.

I easily attract my ideal client.

My transactions are always flawless.

I find it easy to make sales and to succeed because I am a positive person

who is unaffected by rejection.

I’m pleasantly persistent with every objection I receive.

I am open to seeing more payment notifications.

When I sell, I SERVE others and get to support myself!

My company sets my quota, but I set my goals. This month I blow my quota

out of the water.

I’m helping people with my product.

It is okay for me to make more sales in my business.
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For the professional salesperson, school will never be out. That’s why I am

learning every day.

Skills, I have many, but sales are my number one skill.

My monthly sales are increasing now.

I have a product/service that everyone wants.

I am a winner. I look like a winner. I sell like a winner. I succeed like a winner.

My products are a vehicle for transformation.

My most important product is me. I believe in that product and I am always

ready to sell it.

Today, I will respect my co-workers and if I can’t say something good, uplifting

and positive about them, I will say nothing at all.

My business bank account is now increasing.

I am in control of my fear today. Nothing will stop me.

The word no doesn’t phase me. When I hear it I think, “Let the selling begin.”

I like and respect the vital role that sales play in my business.

I am becoming a highly skilled salesperson.

I am going to succeed today. Why? Because I have confidence and faith in my

abilities.

A great sales person lives within me. Today that sales person shows up at my

appointments.

I let go of any programming that is hindering me from having more sales.

I have a lot of energy, which makes it easy for me to outsell the competition.
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I am not afraid to make bold decisions to increase my sales.

Today, I will meet the right people in the right place at the right time for the

betterment of all.

I no longer view sales as a task but a way of my being.

My selling strategy aligns with my highest values.

I am determined to work harder on myself than on my job. This way I can

become the person I want to be and end up doing a better job than ever

before.

I can easily attract the best clients for my business.

I am on my own lane and never focus too much on competition.

Nobody closes a deal the way I close a deal.

I can achieve any goal I set.

I will stay focused on success.

Failure is in my rearview mirror. I’m headed towards my dreams.

Today, I will nurture and love the people in my life who are the most important

to me.

I concentrate on the activities that generate revenue for me.

My ability to listen and have empathy for others is only surpassed by my ability

to truly understand the needs of others.

I always have the best interest of my clients and my team in mind when

making decisions that will affect them.

I approve of all that I am selling.
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If the sale didn’t close, then I got practice to make me better.

I manage my time effectively.

I am thankful for any pain and crisis that helps me grow.

I may not get everything done, but I do the most productive thing possible at

every given moment.

I will continue to grow my client base.

My results are consistent.

Today, I will do what I fear most and thus I’ll control my fear.

I deliver results.

I am turning into a world class salesperson. I will continue to increase my sales

daily.

I like building long term relationships with my clients.

I accept all the help I can get to increase my revenue.

I am able to turn any transaction into one that is mutually beneficial.

I believe in my selling abilities.

I always have a funnel filled with quality prospects and leads.

I am just naturally good at sales.

Every “no” I hear is an invitation to learn and improve.

My product is the best on the market.

I believe in myself and trust in my ability to succeed in all that I do.

I am very good at handling money with no fear.
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Other sales people know I am amazing at lead generation and I will continue to

be excited about the products I sell.

There is always a great new opportunity for me to pursue.

I am persuasive and convincing.

Making more money for my business doesn’t have to be hard.

I look myself in the mirror each night and know that I tried my hardest and gave

my business the attention it deserves.

I am focused on developing my sales skills.

Being successful is natural to me.

There is no shame in wanting to make more money.

I am prepared for anything thrown my way.

I am a very satisfied business own.

I’m an unstoppable sales machine!

I know everything about the products I sell and I sell a product that is needed

by everyone.

Our clients receive significant value from what we do, and they pay us

accordingly.

Sales empower and enable me to help people.

I always take care of my body, realizing the importance of the words

“moderation” and “balance.”

I have everything I need to build a business I desire.

Options give me power, and the abundance mindset is key.
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I love the pressure of cold calling. The pressure sharpens my skills and gets

me more sales.

I instinctively know how to get someone to buy.

Everything I invest in to assist me with selling comes back with a 5X ROI.

I let go of the self-doubt.

I win deals by out-planning and out-preparing the competition.

I thrive on objections. I listen to the objection. I process the objection and I

handle it.

I help my customers by listening to their needs.

Month after month, I am the top salesperson in my office.

I am perfect and whole, I am enough.

I am attracting all the people circumstances and events I need to succeed.

I keep commitments and only make commitments I am willing to keep.

With each sales call or email, I am able to share my true intentions which are

to elevate.

I am a winner, I work for a winning company, and because of my contribution

and cooperation we will keep on winning.

Actively listening to my prospect shows that I care.

My audience can read my intentions by the energy I vibrate and they are

willing to pay me.

Selling is as easy as citing the alphabet for me.

I am now a magnet to the people needing my services.
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My work makes a difference.

I can be convincing without being deceitful.

I am an excellent problem solver.

I practice abundance with my team and my territory.

I know my growth in all areas is in direct proportion to the service I give to

others.

My services provide amazing results for my clients.

There is no limit to all the sales I can make by just being myself.

Everybody likes me.

Today, when I feel stress, I will consciously relax and let go of my stress before

making the next call.

There is nothing that stands between me and my sales goals.

Money is safe with me.

I’m ready to handle objections by listening and asking questions.

I will effectively answer the needs of my clients and customers. I will always

exceed my sales goals and quotas.

I have everything I need to make all the sales that I desire.

It is okay for me to use my creative abilities to generate more wealth for

myself.

I love sales.

I am an amazing business owner.

Making money is my birthright.
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I do not have to go out of my way to make more money.

I always strive to humble myself before others, controlling my ego and making

other people feel important.

My sales will continually increase.

I now humbly reject any client that is not a good fit for my business.

The more sales that come in, the more people I get to help! I sell to serve.

I am well compensated for doing what I love.

Customers naturally trust and respect me.

I lead with integrity.

I have a the perfect casual yet persuasive sales attitude.

Every single month I am in business, I notice incredible sales results.

It is safe for me to make more because I am great with money.

I can sell by being 100% honest.

Success is my birthright.

I am a shoe-in for president’s club this year.

I do not fear rejection. My proposal being rejected isn’t the same as me being

rejected.

The graph of my sales growth rises to infinity.

I am successful in whatever I do.

I am a skilled salesperson.

I will meet or exceed sales quotas.

I am finding it easier and easier to constantly improve myself personally and

professionally everyday.
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I prospect every day!

I do not have to use crazy tactics for me to make sales.

There is a beautiful and healthy flow of money in my business.

I am thankful for the opportunities that come my way.

Being confident in myself and my business is natural to me.

I am very well supported in my process to making more sales.

I possess the knowledge and skills necessary to support my customers.

I am accepted and well taken care of even if I feel otherwise.

My business makes money every day, it always happens.

I like myself.

I naturally have a sales attitude that is persuasive and casual and I am

satisfied with the high-quality work I do in sales.

I can handle any objection thrown my way.

The better I get at selling the more lives I impact.

I get better at selling everyday.

The more I sell the easier it gets.

I continually invest time in study, learning how to better serve my fellow man.

My past is forever gone, my future is an uncertainty, so I will be happy and

thankful for each moment.

It does not matter what I want to sell, what matters is what my prospect wants

to own.

Every sale is fuel that fills my tank and helps to propel my business forward.
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I am a professional problem solver and I care more about my prospects than

making the sale.

I will get up and dance when I get a confirmed point of sale. I’ve earned the

right to do this.

I am capable, deserving, and worthy of making more sales!

I think positive and prosperous thoughts for myself, my sales team, my

company, and my customers. In my selling world, everyone wins.

I’m a winner!

Every rejection is a lesson with valuable insight earned.

Making sales is becoming easier and easier.

I now accept help on my other tasks so I can focus on selling.

I achieve sales success by doing my best.

Today, I will get myself out of the way and think more of my prospects’ needs

than of my success.

I am unfazed by rejection.

I am an effective and powerful presenter and sales person.

There is nothing wrong with me wanting to increase my sales.

I am in the right place today. This is where I want to be and I will make the

most of every second.

I consistently take action to pursue the very best opportunities.

I easily attract sales.

Action today is exhilarating and reaffirms the true champion inside of me.
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My sphere of influence is now increasing.

My clear honest positive disposition makes me magnetic and charismatic.

I will be responsive to the needs of my customers.

The excellence of my service will determine the level of my income. Today, I’ll

give more than ever before.

I am loved even on the days that the sales seem low.

The less I work the more sales I make.

Every day and in every way I am continually improving and growing.

I am in tune with my customer’s needs.

I always live in the delight and reality of being alive.

I always write down my priorities, thinking of my loved ones and my

responsibilities.

My clients love to pay me.

Every day the systems that I have on my business, work incredibly well to

make sure that my sales are increasing.

I am confident that I can win the sale.

I have what it takes to make more sales in my business.

Every single client that purchases from my business will be well taken care of.

I drive results by doing my best.

My selling techniques radiates hope.

I see every problem as an opportunity to overcome a challenge.

I love making a sale.
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As I become more and more successful, I can help more and more people.

My business is a huge success.

I look at my sales growth and I am amazed.

I am proud to be a salesperson.

I will find unique ways to market to new clients.

A prospect telling me “no” is an opportunity to understand their pain points

better.

I am a world class communicator and persuader and I have the sales instincts

to close the sale.

Every problem I’ve ever had has been a learning experience that has made me

stronger.

The more content I am, the more sales I make.

My purpose inspires my sales.

Selling brings me joy.

Sales are sacred- a conscious, clean energy exchange.

I bounce back from each no I hear quickly.

I only attract and accept the absolute best clients for me.

By selling, I am giving people a shot to experience their greatest

transformation.

It is safe for me to make 1000 times more money.

I’m not going to waste my time today taking advice from anyone who doesn’t

know what they’re talking about.
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Rejection gives me space to work with my ideal customer.

Today, I will be a good example for my children because they learn more from

the role I play than the things I say.

I am able to really focus on my business growth without being distracted.

It is becoming easier and easier for me to sell.

It is very easy for me to sell.

I will be enthusiastic about what I am selling.

I will never have to chase money.

I will respect the authority given to management and follow the guidelines and

philosophies of the company I have chosen to work for.

I will market to my customers in new and unique ways and will continue to be

laser focused on success.

My clients love me and they are ready to work with me.

I only sell my services at a premium price and hence attract amazing premium

clients.

The more I invest in my business, the more sales I generate.

My team loves working with me to generate more sales.

I can turn setbacks into opportunities.

My business is my legacy.

I am first and foremost in the people business. I realize that they can only

reject my proposal, not me. I keep on keepin’ on.

I am not afraid of anything on this Earth.
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Every day in every way my revenues keep growing and growing.

I’m a great listener and don’t interrupt my prospects.

Today, I am thankful to God for my health, my loved ones, my business and

my country.

My primary goal is to solve my prospect’s problems.

My customers are important to me.

I have all the tools I need to achieve my goals.

I love to demonstrate product features and abilities and I treat each

relationship as an important long term relationship.

I am so grateful for all that is available for me to make this sale as smooth as

possible.

I happily pay my business expenses with a smile on my face.

I never take rejection personally.

My audience loves seeing my offers.

I focus on activity—not results.

I have made my goals very clear. Today is the day I will execute them.

I have clearly defined goals and I will pursue them today with enthusiasm,

determination and discipline.

I know what my customers need and how to deliver it to them. I give the

development of my sales skills top priority.

I am constantly learning and evolving.

I leap out of bed each morning ready to help my prospects.
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My client base will continue to grow and I will find it easier and easier to make

sales.

I win deals by outplanning and out-preparing the competition.

I am happiest when I am able to impact lives by selling.

My colleagues see me as a sales generating machine.

Excellence is my personal brand. My commitment to it is unwavering.

My clients respect my vast knowledge and like me as a person. I can easily

help my clients buy without being deceitful.

I, my family, and my team are very well taken care of.

My business makes me joyful and it supports me fully.

I am in it to win it.

I bloom on objections. I listen to the objection. I process the objection and I

handle it.

I approve that I sell only the products and services that will help my clients get

amazing results.

Demonstrating products is something I enjoy doing.

I am a persuasive and powerful salesperson and I know how to make any sale

and transaction one that is mutually beneficial.

I have everything I need to live a life that I decide.

I am confident in my ability to make the sale.

I realize that courage and momentum are created by taking action and I love to

take action.
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I am a great communicator.

As long as I’m taking action, I cannot fail.

I am committed to becoming a highly successful salesperson.
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LET'S GO!
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